
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Learning this Week 
Settling In 
Wow! What a great first week it has been in Hachana! We are so impressed with how 
quickly the children have all settled in, even with the break for Rosh Hashana. They 
have worked hard to make new friends, be confident in exploring the classroom and 
showing enthusiasm in their play. We have explored every inch of the indoor and 
outdoor areas of our classroom, seen where all the resources are kept and how they can 
use these to improve their learning. Each class came up with their own class rules, which 
every child signed, and know they must follow.  
 

We love to learn! 
The children have demonstrated and expressed so many interests which we have used to 
plan a multitude of activities. They have loved role playing in both the superhero den 
and the café! The children use their communication and language skills, problem-solving 
abilities and knowledge of everyday life to create fun scenarios to act out. Some children 
showed a keen interest in looking after babies this week. From this, we spent a lot of 
time developing the children’s understanding of self-care and the importance of hygiene.  
The children have worked hard on practising their name writing – please ensure you 
continue this hard work at home daily. We have been so lucky that the weather has 
been lovely this week, allowing the children plenty of opportunities to play outside! We 
hope they have loved this as much as we have. 
Daily K 
What would a day be like without Daily K! Every day all of Hachana are encouraged to 
run the Daily K. They develop their fitness skills and physical capabilities by running 
laps around our playground. We had so much fun running together and motivating each 
other to persevere. 
 
Thank you for all your support this week. We hope you have a wonderful weekend. 
Shabbat Shalom, 
The Hachana Team 
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